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Abstract
We endow certain GKZ-hypergeometric systems with a natural structure of a mixed Hodge
module, which is compatible with the mixed Hodge module structure on the Gauß-Manin system
of an associated family of Laurent polynomials. As an application we show that the underlying
perverse sheaf of a GKZ-system with rational parameter has quasi-unipotent local monodromy.
Introduction
At the end of the 80’s Gelfand, Kapranov and Zelevinsky introduced differential equations, which
are a vast generalization of Gauß’s hypergeometric equation and which are nowadays called GKZ-
hypergeometric systems. Since then, GKZ-systems found applications in many fields of mathematics
like representation theory, combinatorics and in particular in the area of mirror symmetry.
The initial data for a GKZ-system is an integer matrix A together with a parameter vector β. It
is regular singular if and only if it is homogeneous, i.e. if the vector (1, . . . , 1) is in the row span
of A. For a fixed matrix A the structure of the GKZ-system depends heavily on the parameter
β. The easiest case is when β satisfies a so-called non-resonance condition. Then it was shown
in [GKZ90] that the solution complex of the corresponding GKZ-system is isomorphic to a direct
image of a local system, defined on the complement of the graph of an associated family of Laurent
polynomials, under the projection to the parameter space. In another direction, Adolphson and
Sperber [AS12] showed that a non-resonant, homogeneous GKZ-system is isomorphic to a direct
factor of a Gauß-Manin system of a family of affine varieties constructed from a related family of
Laurent polynomials.
However, the GKZ-systems which appear in mirror symmetry are usually resonant. It was found
by Batyrev [Bat93] that the periods of some families of Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces in toric varieties
are among the solutions of these GKZ-systems. He achieved this by studying the variation of mixed
Hodge structures of the complement of the corresponding affine varieties inside the dense torus of the
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toric variety. The results of Batyrev were refined by Stienstra in [Sti98], where he proved that the
relative cohomology bundle of this affine family is actually isomorphic to a GKZ-system outside its
singular locus. This result of Stienstra endows the smooth part of a GKZ-system with a (geometric)
variation of mixed Hodge structures.
The proof of [GKZ90] consists, among other things, in showing that the total Fourier-Laplace
transformation of a non-resonant GKZ-system, which has support on an affine (generalized) toric
variety, is isomorphic to the middle extension of a rank one bundle which is defined on the dense
torus of this variety. This was generalized by Schulze and Walther in [SW09]. Using the theory of
Euler-Koszul complexes, which was developed in [MMW05], they identified a set of so-called non-
strongly-resonant parameters (including the non-resonant ones), for which the total Fourier-Laplace
transformation of the corresponding GKZ-systems is isomorphic to the direct image of the rank one
bundle under the torus embedding. This result turns out to be crucial for our study, as we prove
that such GKZ-systems with integer parameter (which are resonant by definition) carry a mixed
Hodge module structure, which extends the variation of mixed Hodge structures on the smooth part
found by Batyrev and Stienstra.
In order to prove this, we use a comparison theorem of d’Agnolo and Eastwood [DE03] between
the total Fourier-Laplace transformation and various so-called Radon transformations to show that
the GKZ-system can be written as a certain Radon transformation of a mixed Hodge module. But
this endows the GKZ-system with the structure of a mixed Hodge module, because the Radon
transformations (unlike the total Fourier Laplace transformation) preserve the category of mixed
Hodge modules.
The benefit of this approach is that we can show that the GKZ-system endowed with this Hodge
structure sits inside an exact 4-term sequence of mixed Hodge modules where the two outer terms are
constant variations of mixed Hodge structures and the second term is isomorphic to the Gauß-Manin
system of an associated family of Laurent polynomials. This establish a tight relationship between
this Gauß-Manin system and the GKZ-system which turns out to be very useful in computing various
Landau-Ginzburg models in mirror symmetry (cf. [RS10] and [RS12]).
Let us give a short overview of the paper: In the first section we review the definition of GKZ-systems
and the theorem of Schulze and Walther which expresses the GKZ-system as a total Fourier-Laplace
transformation of a direct image of a rank one bundle, when the parameter β is not strongly resonant.
We first prove some basic facts on the geometry of the set of strongly resonant parameters sRes(A)
for general matrices A and also in the easier case when the associated semi-group NA is saturated.
By using a result of Walther [Wal07] on the holonomic dual of a GKZ-system and results of Saito
[Sai01] on their classification, we are able to prove a result which is in some sense dual to the one
of Schulze and Walther, namely we identify the parameters for which the total Fourier-Laplace
transformation of a GKZ-system is isomorphic to the proper direct image of the rank one bundle
under the torus embedding.
In the second section a tight relation between certain (direct sums of) GKZ-systems and Gauß-Manin
systems of associated families of Laurent polynomials is established (Theorem 2.1 and Corollary
2.3). More precisely, we show that there exists a morphism between the Gauß-Manin system and
the GKZ-system with an O-free kernel and cokernel. Using a description of the Gauß-Manin system
by relative differential forms , we explicitly compute this morphism, in the case when the semigroup
NA is saturated, which gives interesting insight into the structure of these Gauß-Manin systems.
Finally, when the matrix A satisfies some extra homogenity condtion, we restrict these systems to
a hyperplane and recover the above-mentioned result of [Sti98, Theorem 8].
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In the last section we show that the results in the second section carry over into the category
of mixed Hodge modules (Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 3.4). This enables us to prove that a
homogeneous GKZ-system with a non strongly-resonant, integer parameter vector β carries a mixed
Hodge module structure. If the parameter vector β is rational we show that the GKZ-system is
a direct summand in a mixed Hodge module, which shows that the underlying perverse sheaf has
quasi-unipotent local monodromy.
Acknowledgements: I would like to thank Hiroshi Iritani, Etienne Mann, Thierry Mignon and
Christian Sevenheck for useful discussions. Furthermore, I thank Claus Hertling and Claude Sab-
bah for their continuous support and interest in my work. I am indebted to Mutsumi Saito who
pointed out to me that the proof of Proposition 1.15 follows directly from his work [Sai07]. I am
also grateful to Uli Walther who answered me some questions related to his joint work [SW09] with
Mathias Schulze.
1 GKZ-systems
In this section we will prove various facts about GKZ-systems. An important ingredient, which
we will need in the next section, is a theorem of Schulze and Walther [SW09] which expresses the
Fourier-Laplace transformation of a GKZ-system as a direct image of a rank one bundle under a
torus-embedding, when the parameter vector β is not in the set of so-called strongly resonant values.
We will prove some basic facts about this set which will be essential in the following. By combing
results of Walther [Wal07] on the holonomic dual of a GKZ-system for generic parameter β and of
Saito [Sai01] on isomorphism classes of GKZ-systems, we are able to prove in Proposition 1.14 the
dual statement of the theorem of Schulze and Walther.
Let X be a smooth algebraic variety over C of dimension n. We denote by M(DX) the abelian
category of algebraic DX -modules on X and the abelian subcategory of (regular) holonomic DX -
modules by Mh(DX) (resp. (Mrh(DX)). The full triangulated subcategory in D
b(DX), consisting
of objects with (regular) holonomic cohomology, is denoted by Dbh(DX) (resp. D
b
rh(DX)).
Let f : X → Y be a map between smooth algebraic varieties. Let M ∈ Db(DX) and N ∈ D
b(DY ),
then we denote by f+M := Rf∗(DY←X
L
⊗ M) resp. f+M := DX→Y
L
⊗ f−1M the direct resp.
inverse image for D-modules. Recall that the functors f+, f
+ preserve (regular) holonomicity (see
e.g., [HTT08, Theorem 3.2.3]). We denote by D : Dbh(DX) → (D
b
h(DX))
opp the holonomic duality
functor. Recall that for a single holonomic DX -module M , the holonomic dual is also a single
holonomic DX-module ([HTT08, Proposition 3.2.1]) and that holonomic duality preserves regular
holonomicity ( [HTT08, Theorem 6.1.10]).
For a morphism f : X → Y between smooth algebraic varieties we additionally define the functors
f† := D ◦ f+ ◦ D and f
† := D ◦ f+ ◦ D.
Definition 1.1 ([GKZ90], [Ado94]). Consider a lattice Zd and vectors a1, . . . , an ∈ Z
d which we
also write as a matrix A = (a1, . . . , an). In the following we assume that the vectors a1, . . . , an
generate Zd as a Z-module. Moreover, let β = (β1, . . . , βd) ∈ C
d. Write L for the Z-module of
integer relations among the columns of A and DCn for the sheaf of rings of algebraic differential
operators on Cn (where we choose λ1, . . . , λn as coordinates). Define
MβA := DCn/
(
(✷l)l∈L + (Ek − βk)k=1,...d
)
,
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where
✷l :=
∏
i:li<0
∂−liλi −
∏
i:li>0
∂liλi ,
Ek :=
∑n
i=1 akiλi∂λi .
MβA is called a GKZ-system. It is a holonomic D-module by [Ado94, Theorem 3.9].
As GKZ-systems are defined on the affine space Cn, we will often work with the D-modules of
global sections MβA := Γ(C
n,MβA) rather than with the sheaves themselves. Here D denotes the
Weyl algebra C[λ1, . . . , λn]〈∂λ1 , . . . , ∂λn〉.
Example (I). The easiest examples of GKZ-systems are the ones associated to the matrix A = (1).
These are simply the D-modules
DC/DC(λ∂ − β) .
If we assume β ∈ Z, then it is easy to compute, that the left-action of ∂λ is invertible if and
only if β ≥ 0. The generalization of this property will be shown in Theorem 1.9 and Lemma 1.11.
Furthermore the holonomic dual of DC/DC(λ∂−β) is DC/DC(λ∂+β+1), the corresponding statement
for general GKZ-systems is given in Proposition 1.12.
Denote by
NA := {
d∑
i=1
γiai ∈ Z
d | (γi)i=1,...,d ∈ N
d}
the semigroup built by the columns of A seen as elements in Zd and similarly for ZA and R+A,
where R+ are the real numbers bigger or equal than zero.
The semigroup ring associated to the matrix A is SA := C[NA] ≃ R/IA, where R is the commutative
ring C[∂λ1 , . . . , ∂λn ], IA is the ideal
IA = {✷l, l ∈ L}
and the isomorphism follows from [MS05, Theorem 7.3]. The rings R and SA are naturally Z
d-
graded if we define deg(∂λj ) = aj for j = 1, . . . , n. This is compatible with the Z
d-grading of the
Weyl algebra D given by deg(λj) = −aj and deg(∂λj ) = aj.
Example (II). Consider the matrix
A =
(
3 2 0
1 1 1
)
A simple Gro¨bner basis computation shows that the ideal IA is generated by the single box-operator
✷(3,−5,2), i.e we have
SA ≃ C[∂1, ∂2, ∂3]/(∂
5
2 − ∂
3
1 · ∂
2
3).
The Z2-degrees of SA can be read off from the following diagram:
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R+A ∈ NA ∈ (R+A ∩ Z
2) \NA
Notice that NA = R+A ∩ Z
2 (condition (1.4)) is not satisfied.
If we substitute ∂λi 7→ µi, the ideal IA goes over to an ideal IˆA ⊂ C[µ1, . . . , µn] and we have clearly
the following isomorphism
C[NA] ≃ C[µ1, . . . , µn]/IˆA .
Furthermore, we have a ring homomorphism
C[µ1, . . . , µn]/IˆA −→ C[y
±
1 , . . . , y
±
d ] ,
µi 7→ y
ai :=
d∏
k=1
yakik .
If we define Y ′ := Spec (C[NA]) and T ′ := Spec (C[y±1 , . . . , y
±
d ]), the ring homomorphism above gives
rise to the following map
hA : T
′ −→ Cn , (1.1)
where Y ′ is the closure of the image of hA.
Let W be a finite-dimensional complex vector space and W ′ its dual vector space with coordinates
λ = (λ1, . . . , λn) resp. µ = (µ1, . . . , µn). Let 〈·, ·〉 be the standard euclidean pairing with respect to
these coordinates.
Definition 1.2. Define L := OW ′×W e
−〈µ,λ〉 and denote by p1 : W
′ ×W → W ′, p2 : W
′ ×W → W
the canonical projections. The Fourier-Laplace transformation is then defined by
FL(M) := p2+(p
+
1 M
L
⊗ L) M ∈ Dbh(DW ′).
In general, the Fourier-Laplace transformation does not preserve regular holonomicity. But for the
derived category of complexes of D-modules with so-called monodromic cohomology, regular holo-
nomicity is preserved. Let θ : C∗ × W ′ → W ′ be the natural C∗ action on W ′ and let z be a
coordinate on C∗. We denote the push-forward θ∗(z∂z) as the Euler vector field E.
Definition 1.3. [Bry86] A regular holonomic DW ′-module M is called monodromoic, if the Euler
field E acts finitely on the global sections of M , i.e. for a global section section v of M the set En(v),
(n ∈ N), generates a finite-dimensional vector space. We denote by Dbmon(DW ′) the derived category
of bounded complexes of DW ′-modules with regular holonomic and monodromic cohomology.
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Theorem 1.4. [Bry86]
1. FL preserves complexes with monodromic cohomology.
2. In Dbmon(DW ′) we have
FL ◦FL ≃ Id and D ◦ FL ≃ FL ◦D .
3. FL is t-exact with respect to the natural t-structure on Dbmon(DW ′) resp. D
b
mon(DW ).
Proof. The above statements are stated in [Bry86] for constructible monodromic complexes. One
has to use the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence, [Bry86, Proposition 7.12, Theorem 7.24] to translate
the statements. So the first statement is Corollaire 6.12, the second statement is Proposition 6.13
and the third is Corollaire 7.23 in [Bry86].
Remark 1.5. By Proposition 7.12 of [Bry86] a complex in Dbmon(DW ′) corresponds to a complex
of sheaves of C-vector spaces with constructible, monodromic cohomology, where we call a sheaf of
C-vector spaces monodromic if it is locally constant along the orbits of the C∗-action on the fibers
of W ′. Let πW ′ : W
′ \ 0→ P(W ′) be the projectivization of W ′. This characterization shows that a
complex M ∈ Dbmon(DW ′) is monodromic if its restriction to the complement of zero is isomorphic
to π+W ′N for some N ∈ D
b
rh(DP(W ′)).
Because of the discussion above the hypergeometric system MβA can be seen as the total Fourier-
Laplace transform of a D-module which has support on Y ′. In [SW09] it it shown that FL(MβA) is
isomorphic to hA,+OT ′y
β for certain β ∈ Cd, where we denote by OT ′y
β the D-module
DT ′/DT ′ · (y1∂y1 − β1, . . . , yd∂yd − βd) .
Notice that GKZ-systems are not monodromic in general. However, in Lemma 1.13 we will give a
sufficient condition for the matrix A in order that the corresponding GKZ-system is monodromic.
Definition 1.6 ([MMW05] Definition 5.2). Let N be a finitely generated Zd-graded R-module. An
element α ∈ Zd is called a true degree of N if Nα is non-zero. A vector α ∈ C
d is called a quasi-
degree of N , written α ∈ qdeg(N), if α lies in the complex Zariski closure qdeg(N) of the true
degrees of N via the natural embedding Zd →֒ Cd.
Schulze and Walther now define the following set of parameters:
Definition 1.7 ([SW09]). The set
sRes(A) :=
n⋃
j=1
sResj(A)
is called the set of strongly resonant parameters of A, where
sResj(A) := {β ∈ C
d | β ∈ −(N+ 1)aj − qdeg(SA/〈∂λj 〉)}.
Notice that we use the convention deg(∂j) = aj instead of deg(∂j) = −aj as in [SW09], because this
leads to simpler formulas.
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Remark 1.8. The set sRes(A) is a proper subset of the set of resonant parameters, which was
introduced in [GKZ90] and which is defined by
Res(A) :=
⋃
F face of A
Zd + CF ,
where a face F of A is a set of columns of A minimizing some linear functional on NA ⊂ Zd and
CF is the C-linear span of F .
The condition on β for FL(MβA) being isomorphic to hA,+OT ′y
β is now the following:
Theorem 1.9 ([SW09] Theorem 3.6, Corollary 3.7). Let NA be a positive semigroup, meaning that
0 is the only unit in NA. Then the following is equivalent
1. β /∈ sRes(A).
2. MβA ≃ FL((l ◦ k)+OT ′y
β).
3. Left multiplication with ∂λi is invertible on M
β
A for i = 1, . . . , n.
We now want to characterize the set sRes(A). For this we have to understand the geometry of the
sets qdeg(SA/〈∂λj 〉) for j = 1, . . . , n. We use the following definitions and notations of [MMW05].
Let SF be the semigroup ring generated by a face F , then a Z
d-graded R-module M is called toric
if it has a toric filtration
0 =M0 ⊂M1 ⊂ . . . ⊂Ml−1 ⊂Ml =M ,
meaning that, for each k,Mk/Mk−1 is a Z
d-graded translate of SFk for some face Fk of NA, generated
in degree αk, which will be denoted by SFk(αk).
Now by example 4.7 in [MMW05] one easily deduces that the Zd-graded rings SA/〈∂j〉 are toric for
j = 1, . . . , n.
The toric filtration
0 =M j0 ⊂M
j
1 ⊂ . . . ⊂M
j
lj
= SA/〈∂λj 〉 (1.2)
with M jk/M
j
k−1 ≃ SFk,j(αk,j) gives us the following decomposition of the degrees
deg(SA/〈∂λj 〉) =
lj⋃
k=1
deg(SFk,j (αk,j))
resp. of the quasidegrees
qdeg(SA/〈∂λj 〉) =
lj⋃
k=1
qdeg(SFk,j (αk,j)) (1.3)
of SA/〈∂λj 〉, where only faces SFk,j occur which do not contain aj . The quasi-degrees of an Z
d-graded
R-module SF , where F is a proper face of NA, are just the C-linear span of F , which we denote
by CF . (Here we use the embedding Zd →֒ Cd). Thus the quasi-degrees of SA/〈∂λj 〉 are just finite
unions of translates of the linear subspaces CFk,j.
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The following lemma shows that a translate of the cone R+A does not meet the set of strongly
resonant parameters. (Notice that the following lemma with δA = 0 is stated in Corollary 3.8 of
[SW09], but not proven. An easy counterexample of their claim is provided by A = (2, 5).)
Lemma 1.10. Denote as above by sRes(A) the set of strongly resonant vectors β. There exists
δA ∈ NA such that
(R+A+ δA) ∩ sRes(A) = ∅
Proof. Choose some non-zero vector α′ in the interior of NA, i.e. in NA ∩ (R+A)
◦. As we assumed
that NA is a positive semigroup, the set R+A is a strongly convex cone in R
d. We noticed above
that qdeg(SF ) is the C-linear span of the face F , therefore we can conclude that
R+A+ α
′ + αk,j ∩ qdeg(SFk,j (αk,j)) = ∅
where we have used qdeg(SFk,j (αk,j)) = qdeg(SFk,j ) + αk,j. As every αj,k for j = 1, . . . , d and
k = 1, . . . , lj lies in NA, the element α
′′ :=
∑d
j=1
∑lj
k=1 αk,j also lies in NA. Now set δA := α
′ + α′′.
We have R+A+ δA ⊂ R+A+ α
′ + αk,j and therefore
R+A+ δA ∩ qdeg(SA/〈∂λj 〉) = ∅ .
As −aj lies in −NA, this shows that
R+A+ δA ∩ qdeg(SA/〈∂λj 〉)− (l + 1)aj = ∅
for every l ∈ N and therefore R+A+ δA ∩ sResj(A) = ∅. As this is true for every j = 1, . . . , d, this
shows the claim.
Example (II continued). We continue our study of the GKZ-systems associated to the matrix
A =
(
3 2 0
1 1 1
)
and the corresponding strongly resonant values sRes(A). The degrees and quasi-degrees of SA/〈∂i〉
are sketched below.
deg(SA/〈∂1〉) qdeg(SA/〈∂1〉) deg(SA/〈∂2〉) qdeg(SA/〈∂2〉)
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deg(SA/〈∂3〉) qdeg(SA/〈∂3〉)
Notice that qdeg(SA/〈∂i〉) is a finite union of translations of the linear spans of faces, which do not
contain ai. The set sRes(A) which is the union of the sets sResi(A) = −(N+ 1)ai + qdeg(SA/〈∂i〉)
and a possible choice of the cone δA + R+A are sketched below:
δA + R+A −(R+A)
◦ sRes(A)
The open cone −(R+A)
◦ will become important if one considers the holonomic dual of a GKZ-system
with β /∈ sRes(A) (cf. Proposition 1.12).
The lemma above can be improved in an important special case. We call the semigroup NA saturated
if
NA = Q+A ∩ Z
d . (1.4)
and homogeneous if there exists a linear function h : Zd → Z satisfying h(ai) = 1 for all columns ai
of A.
Lemma 1.11. Let NA be a saturated semigroup then
R+A ∩ sRes(A) = ∅ .
If moreover the matrix A is homogeneous, then
Zd \ sRes(A) = NA .
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Proof. First notice that because NA is saturated the true degrees of SA form exactly the set NA.
Now observe that a monomial P in SA is non-zero in SA/〈∂λj 〉 if and only if degP −aj is not in NA.
As we observed above qdeg(SF ) is the C-linear span of a face F of NA. If aj /∈ F consider the finite
set
IF,j := {t ∈ [0, 1) | (qdeg(SF ) + t · aj) ∩ (NA) 6= ∅} .
The set
Vj :=
⋃
F :aj /∈F
⋃
t∈IF,j
qdeg(SF ) + t · aj =
⋃
F :aj /∈F
⋃
t∈IF,j
CF + t · aj
is Zariski-closed and contains the degrees of SA/〈∂λj 〉 and therefore qdeg(SA/〈∂λj 〉) ⊂ Vj. Looking
now at the definition of sResj(A) we see that
sResj(A) = {β | β ∈ −(N+ 1)aj + qdeg(SA/〈∂λj 〉)} ⊂
⋃
l∈N
−(l + 1)aj + Vj .
But we clearly have R+A ∩
⋃
l∈N (−(l + 1)aj + Vj) = ∅ and therefore R+A ∩ sResj(A) = ∅. This
shows the first claim.
Now assume that A is homogeneous. First notice that the first claim shows NA ⊂ Zd \ sRes(A).
In order to show the other direction, let β ∈ Zd \ sRes(A) and β′ ∈ NA. We have the following
isomorphisms
MβA ≃ FL(hA,+OT ) ≃M
β′
A . (1.5)
We need the following definitions of [Sai01]. Let σ be a facet of Q+A, i.e. a codimenion one face.
To each facet we associate a unique primitive, integral support function Fσ satisfying the following
properties
1. Fσ(ZA) = Z,
2. Fσ(aj) ≥ 0 for all j = 1, . . . , n,
3. Fσ(aj) = 0 for all aj ∈ σ.
Because of the isomorphisms (1.5) and [Sai01, Theorem 5.2] we have
Fσ(β) = Fσ(β
′) ≥ 0
which shows β ∈ Q+A ∩ Z
d = NA.
In the next proposition we want to show that the holonomic dual of a GKZ-system MβA with
β /∈ sRes(A) is isomorphic to M−β
′
A with −β
′ chosen appropriately. For this we have to introduce
the following set:
DsRes(A) :=
⋃
F face of A
(Zd ∩Q+A) + CF
Notice that a parameter β ∈ Cd with β /∈ DsRes(A) is called semi-nonresonant in [Sai01]. It is easy
to see that
DsRes(A) ∩−(R+A)
◦ = ∅ .
Example (II continued). Now we sketch a real picture of the set DsRes(A):
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−(R+A)
◦ DsRes(A)
Proposition 1.12. Let A be homogeneous and β ∈ Qd \ sRes(A). Then
DMβA ≃M
β′
A
for all β′ /∈ DsRes(A) with β ≡ −β′ mod Zd.
Proof. By [Wal07, Theorem 4.8] there exists a Zariski open subset U ⊂ Cd of parameters (depending
on A) such that DMβA is isomorphic toM
−β−ǫA′
A for all β ∈ U , where ǫA′ is the sum of the columns
of a matrix A′, where A′ is a matrix which generates the saturation of NA.
Now let β ∈ Qd \ sRes(A), there exists an α ∈ Zd such that β + α ∈ U ∩ (δA +R+A). We have the
following isomorphisms
DMβA ≃ DM
β+α
A ≃M
−β−α−ǫ′A
A ≃M
β′
A .
The first isomorphism holds because of Theorem 1.9 and Lemma 1.10 and the last isomorphism
holds because −β − α− ǫA′ ∈ −(R+A)
◦ and [Sai01] Corollary 2.6.
In order to prove the dual statement of the theorem of Schulze and Walther above, we will need the
following lemma.
Lemma 1.13. Let A be homogeneous and β ∈ Cd, then the GKZ-system MβA is monodromic. In
particular, the D-module hA,+(OT ′y
β) is monodromic for every β /∈ sRes(A).
Proof. If A is homogeneous, by definition there exists h : Zd → Z with h(ai) = 1. This gives rise to
a linear combination of the Euler field E in terms of the operators Ek:
E =
n∑
i=1
λi∂i =
d∑
k=1
hkEk,
where hk are the components of h with respect to the standard basis of Z
d. Therefore E− b is zero
in MβA, where b :=
∑d
k=1 hkβk. This shows that E− b acts on the monomial
n∏
i=1
λdii ·
n∏
i=1
∂eii
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by multiplication with
∑n
i=1 di−
∑n
i=1 ei. Taking a general element v, the space E
l(v) is a subspace
of the finite-dimensional C-vectorspace generated by the monomials appearing in v, which shows
the first claim.
The second claim follows from the fact that hA,+OT y
β ≃ FL(MβA) for β /∈ sRes(A) and the fact
that the Fourier-Laplace-transform sends monodromic D-modules to monodromic D-modules.
Proposition 1.14. Let A be a homogeneous d × n integer matrix and let β′ ∈ Qd with β′ /∈
DsRes(A), then
FL(hA,†OT ′y
β′) ≃Mβ
′
A .
Proof. First notice that we have
FL(hA,†OT ′y
β′) ≃ FL(hA,†OT ′y
β′′)
for β′′ ∈ −(R+A)
◦ with β′′ ≡ β′ mod Zd. By the definition of hA,† we have
FL(hA,†OT ′y
β′′) ≃ FL(DhA,+(OT ′y
δA−β
′′
)) ,
where we have used that DOT ′y
β′′ ≃ OT ′y
−β′′+α holds for every α ∈ Z. Because of Lemma 1.13
and the fact that the monodromic Fourier-Laplace transform commutes with duality, we have the
following isomorphism
FL(DhA,+(OT ′y
δA−β
′′
)) ≃ DFL(hA,+(OT ′y
δA−β
′′
)).
We conclude by applying Theorem 1.9 and Lemma 1.10
DFL(hA,+(OT ′y
δA−β
′′
)) ≃ DMδA−β
′′
A ≃M
β′
A ,
where the last isomorphism follows from Proposition 1.12.
We need still another fact of the theory of hypergeometric systems MβA. Let β, β
′ ∈ Cd so that
β−β′ ∈ NA. We denote by ∂β−β
′
the element
∏n
i=1 ∂
γi
i inM
β
A, where (γi)i=1,...,n is chosen such that
(β − β′)k =
∑n
i=1 akiγi. Notice that this is well-defined in M
β
A due to the box-operators (✷l)l∈L.
There is the following rigidity result for morphisms between such GKZ-systems.
Proposition 1.15. Let ψ : Mβ
′
A −→ M
β
A be a non-zero D-linear morphism, then (up to multipli-
cation with a non-zero constant) ψ is given by right multiplication with ∂β−β
′
.
Proof. In the course of the proof we will work with the modules of global sections instead of the
D-modules themselves. First notice that ψ is determined by the image of [1] ∈Mβ
′
A because M
β′
A is
a cyclic left D-module. Let P ∈ D so that ψ([1]) = [P ]. Define for κ ∈ Cd the C[λ1∂λ1 , . . . , λn∂λn ]-
module
(MβA)κ := {[Q] ∈M
β
A | (Ek + κk) · [Q] = 0 for all k ∈ {1, . . . , d}} .
From [Sai07, Chapter 4] follows that there exists the following C[λ1∂λ1 , . . . , λn∂λn ]-module isomor-
phism for β + κ ∈ NA:
C[λ1∂λ1 , . . . , λn∂λn ]/
d∑
k=1
(Ek + κk)C[λ1∂λ1 , . . . , λn∂λn ] −→ (M
β
A)κ (1.6)
g(λ∂λ) := g(λ1∂λ1 , . . . , λn∂λn) 7→ g(λ∂λ)∂
β+κ
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In order that ψ is well-defined, we must have [P ] ∈ (MβA)−β′ . Therefore P can be chosen to lie in
C[λ1∂λ1 , . . . , λn∂λn ]∂
β−β′ . We will write ψ([1]) = [f(λ∂λ)∂
β−β′ ] for short and compute the image of
✷l = ∂
l− − ∂l
+
0 = ψ([∂l
−
− ∂l
+
])
= (∂l
−
− ∂l
+
) · ψ([1]) = (∂l
−
− ∂l
+
)[f(λ∂λ)∂
β−β′ ]
= [(f(λ∂λ + l
−)∂l
−
− f(λ∂λ + l
+)∂l
+
)∂β−β
′
]
= [(f(λ∂λ + l
−)− f(λ∂λ + l
+))∂l
+
∂β−β
′
]
∈ (MβA)Al+−β′ , (1.7)
where Al+ ∈ Zd with k-th component (Al+)k :=
∑n
i=1 aki(l
+)i. Because of (1.6) we have
f(λ∂λ + l
−)− f(λ∂λ + l
+) ∈
d∑
k=1
(Ek + (Al
+)k − β
′
k)C[λ1∂λ1 , . . . , λn∂λn ] .
Notice that for a relation l ∈ Nn we have
f(λ∂λ)− f(λ∂λ + l) ∈
d∑
k=1
(Ek − β
′
k)C[λ1∂λ1 , . . . , λn∂λn ] .
The statement above is a statement in a commutative ring. For better readability we set xi = λi∂λi ,
then the statement above can be expressed as (recall that Ek =
∑n
i=1 akiλi∂λi)
f(x)− f(x+ l) ∈
d∑
k=1
((A · x)k − β
′
k)C[x] .
Because the columns of A generate Zd, i.e A has full rank, we can find a γ ∈ Cd with A · γ = β′.
Thus we have
f(γ)− f(γ + l) = 0 .
Since f is a polynomial this means that f has constant value f(γ) one the affine subspace γ+ker(A).
But this means
f(γ + x) ∈ f(γ) +
d∑
k=1
(A · x)kC[x] ,
resp.
f(x) ∈ f(γ) +
d∑
k=1
((A · x)k − β
′
k)C[x] .
If we substitute λ∂λ back, we get
ψ([1]) = [P ] = [f(λ∂λ)∂
β−β′ ] = [f(γ)∂β−β
′
] ,
where we have used (Ek − β
′
k)∂
β−β′ = ∂β−β
′
(Ek − βk). This shows the claim.
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In the rest of this section we will consider special types of GKZ-system. Let A be a d × n-matrix
with ZA = Zd. We define its homogenization as being the d+ 1× n+ 1-matrix
A˜ :=

1 1 . . . 1
0
... A
0
 . (1.8)
We will consider the GKZ-system Mβ˜
A˜
with β˜ = (β0, . . . , βd) ∈ C
d+1 and denote the coordinates of
the underlying space as λ0, . . . , λm.
Notice that the semigroup NA˜ is always pointed, thus every statement above applies to these kind
of matrices.
Later we will need the following lemma.
Lemma 1.16. Let A be a d× n integer matrix with ZA = Zd and let β ∈ Q. If β /∈ sRes(A), there
exist a nβ ∈ Z such that β˜ = (β0, β) /∈ sRes(A˜) for all β0 ∈ Q with β0 ≥ nβ.
Proof. Fix a β ∈ Qd. At first we prove that there exists an nβ ∈ Z, s.t. for β0 ≥ nβ the element
(β0, β) /∈ sRes0(A˜). For this we have to compute the quasi-degrees Q
d+1 ∩ qdeg(S
A˜
/∂λ0). Recall
that Qd+1 ∩ qdeg(SA˜/∂λ0) is a finite union of translates of Q-linear spans of faces of Q+A˜ which do
not contain a˜0 = (1, 0, . . . , 0) (cf.(1.3)). Thus we can find an nβ ∈ Z so that for every β0 ≥ nβ the
element (β0, β) /∈ sRes0(A˜) = −(N+ 1)a˜0 + qdeg(SA˜/∂0).
Now assume additionally that β /∈ sResj(A) for some j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Recall that this means
β /∈ −(N+ 1)aj + qdeg(SA/∂λj ).
Notice that qdeg(SA˜/∂λj ) ⊂ Q× qdeg(SA/∂λj ). But this means
sResj(A˜) = −(N+ 1)a˜j + qdeg(SA˜/∂λj )
⊂ −(N+ 1)(Q × aj) + (Q × qdeg(SA/∂λj ))
= Q× sResj(A) .
But this means that (β0, β) /∈ sResj(A˜) for any β0 ∈ Q. Summarizing we have shown that if
β /∈ sRes(A), then (β0, β) /∈ sRes(A˜) for any β0 ∈ Q with β0 ≥ nβ, but this shows the claim.
2 Families of Laurent Polynomials and Hypergeometric D-modules
In this section we will show that certain (direct sums of) homogeneous GKZ-systems arise as Radon
transformations of some D-modules on the projective space. This approach to GKZ-systems is
a crucial step in order to endow them with a mixed Hodge module structure. Additionally, this
enables us to establish a strong relationship between (these direct sum of) GKZ-systems and the
Gauß-Manin system of an associated family of Laurent polynomials (Theorem 2.1), which will give
interesting insight into the structure of these Gauß-Manin systems.
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Let B be an integer d× n-matrix, where we denote the columns by b1, . . . , bn. We assume that the
columns of B generate Qd.
Using the Smith normal form we can write B as
C ·D1 ·D2 ·M
with C = (c1, . . . , cd) ∈ Gl(d× d,Z),M = (m1, . . . ,mn) ∈ GL(n × n,Z) and
D1 ·D2 =
 e1 . . .
ed
 ·
 1 . . . 0
1
 .
We then set
A := D2 ·M
and we consider its homogenization A˜ as in (1.8).
Furthermore, we associate to the matrix B the following family of Laurent polynomials
ϕB : S ×W −→ Cλ0 ×W ,
(y1, . . . , yd, λ1, . . . , λn) 7→ (−
n∑
i=1
λiy
bi , λ1, . . . , λn) ,
where S := (C∗)d, W := Cn.
Set V := Cλ0 × W . We will construct a DV -linear morphism with OV -free kernel and cokernel
between the Gauß-Manin system H0(ϕB+OS×W ) and a direct sum of GKZ-systems.
Theorem 2.1. Let B and A˜ be as above and let ϕB : S ×W −→ Cλ0 ×W be the corresponding
family Laurent polynomials. Let
σ : (Q/Z)d+1 → Qd+1 \ sRes(A˜)
σ′ : (Q/Z)d+1 → Qd+1 \ DsRes(A˜)
be sections of the projection pr : Qd+1 → (Q/Z)d+1 and let I := (Z × 1eZ
d) ∩ im(σ) resp. I ′ :=
Z × 1eZ
d ∩ im(σ′), where 1eZ
d = 1e1Z × . . . ×
1
ed
Z and e = (e1, . . . ed) are the elementary divisors of
B. Then we have the following exact sequences in Mrh(DV ):
0 −→ Hd−1(S,C)⊗OV −→ H
0(ϕB,+OS×W ) −→
⊕
β˜∈I
Mβ˜
A˜
−→ Hd(S,C)⊗OV −→ 0 ,
0 −→ Hd(S,C)⊗OV −→
⊕
β˜′∈I′
Mβ˜
′
A˜
−→ H0(ϕB,†OS×W ) −→ Hd−1(S,C)⊗OV −→ 0 .
Remark 2.2. A priori the existence of a section σ : (Q/Z)d+1 → Qd+1 \ sRes(A˜) is not clear,
however using Lemma 1.10 we can guarantee the existence of such a section with image contained
in δ′
A˜
+ ({0} × [0, 1)d) for some δ′
A˜
∈ δA˜ +Q+A˜.
In the case where the columns of B generate Zd, i.e. in the case B = A, we can be more precise
with respect to the allowed parameter vector β.
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Corollary 2.3. Let A be an integer d × n-matrix with ZA = Zd and let ϕA be the corresponding
family Laurent polynomials. For every β˜, β˜′ ∈ Zd+1 with β˜ /∈ sRes(A˜) resp. β˜′ /∈ DsRes(A˜) we have
the following exact sequences in Mrh(DV ):
0 −→ Hd−1(S,C)⊗OV −→ H
0(ϕA,+OS×W ) −→M
β˜
A˜
−→ Hd(S,C)⊗OV −→ 0 . (2.1)
0 −→ Hd(S,C)⊗OV −→M
β˜′
A˜
−→ H0(ϕA,†OS×W ) −→ Hd−1(S,C)⊗OV −→ 0 . (2.2)
If in addition NA˜ is saturated, the set {β˜ ∈ Zd+1 | β˜ /∈ sRes(A˜)} is precisely NA˜.
Proof. The statements follow from the fact, that the elementary divisors of the matrix A are all
equal to 1. The last statement is the second statement of Lemma 1.11.
In order to derive the exact sequences in Theorem 2.1 we have to recall briefly the definition and
some simple facts about the Radon transformation for D-modules.
On the level of D-modules the Radon transform was discussed by [Bry86] and some variants were
later discussed in [DE03].
Consider the following diagram
U
πU2
((◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗
πU1
uu❧❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
 _
jU

P(V ′) P(V ′)× V
π1oo π2 // V ,
Z
πZ1
ii❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘ ?
iZ
OO
πZ2
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
where we denote by Z the hypersurface given by the equation
∑n
i=0 µiλi = 0 and by U its complement
in P(V ′)× V . Consider the following functors from Dbrh(DP(V ′)) to D
b
rh(DV ):
R(M) := πZ2+ (π
Z
1 )
+M ≃ π2+ iZ+ i
+
Z π
+
1 M ,
R◦(M) := πU2+ (π
U
1 )
+M ≃ π2+ jU+j
+
U π
+
1 M ,
R◦c(M) := π
U
2† (π
U
1 )
+M ≃ π2+ jU† j
+
U π
+
1 M ,
Rcst(M) := π2+ (π1)
+M .
Notice that the various Radon transformations give rise to the following triangles:
Proposition 2.4. Let M ∈ Dbrh(DP(V ′)), we have
R(M)[−1] −→ Rcst(M) −→ R
◦(M)
+1
−→ ,
R◦c(M) −→ Rcst(M) −→ R(M)[1]
+1
−→ ,
where the second triangle is dual to the first.
Proof. The first triangle follows from the adjunction triangle
(iZ)+(iZ)
+[−1] −→ id −→ (jU )+(jU )
+ +1−→ .
The second triangle is dual to the first.
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The following proposition relates the Fourier and Radon transformations introduced above, and will
be quite useful in the next chapter.
Proposition 2.5. [DE03, Proposition 1] Let V be a C-vector space, V ′ its dual space, p : Bl0(V
′) :=
V(OP(V ′)(−1))→ V
′ the blowup of V ′ at the origin, and consider the following diagram
V ′
FL
((
Bl0(V
′)
p
88rrrrrrrrrrr
q
%%▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
V ′ \ {0}
j
OO
π

oo V .
P(V ′)
R◦
(c)
00
R(cst)
AA
Let M ∈ Dbrh(DP(V ′)). Then we have
R(M) ≃ FL(p+q
+M) ,
R◦c(M) ≃ FL(j+π
+M) ,
R◦(M) ≃ FL(j†π
+M) .
Consider the following map
g : S −→ Pn ,
(y1, . . . , yd) 7→ (1 : y
b1 : . . . : ybn) , (2.3)
In order to construct the morphisms between the (proper) Gauß-Manin system of ϕB and the direct
sum of GKZ-systems, consider the following exact triangles in Dbrh(V ) from Proposition 2.4:
R(g†OS)[−1] −→ Rcst(g†OS) −→ R
◦(g†OS)
+1
−→ (2.4)
R◦c(g+OS) −→ Rcst(g+OS) −→ R(g+OS)[1]
+1
−→ .
In the following we will calculate each term of the triangles above.
Consider the following map
h : T −→ V ′ (2.5)
(y0, . . . , yd) 7→ (y0, y0 · y
b1 , . . . , y0 · y
bn) ,
where T ≃ (C∗)d+1, V ′ ≃ Cn+1.
These maps give rise to the following diagram, where the lower square is cartesian.
V ′
T
h
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
πT

h˜
// V ′ \ {0}
π

j
OO
S
g // P(V ′)
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Here, the map π is the canonical projection and j is the canonical inclusion. The map πT is the
projection given by
πT : T −→ S ,
(y0, y1, . . . , yd) 7→ (y1, . . . , yd) .
In the next lemma we compare various D-modules constructed from the D-modules OS resp. OT :=
π+T OS , living on the d-dimensional torus S resp. d+ 1-dimensional torus T .
Lemma 2.6.
1. The functors h+ and h† are exact.
2. We have isomorphisms
j+π
+g+OS ≃ h+OT ,
j†π
+g†OS ≃ h†OT ,
in the category of monodromic, D-modules on V ′.
Proof.
1. The exactness of h+ follows from the fact that the map h is an quasi-finite, affine and from
[BGK+87, VI,Proposition 8.1]. The exactness of h† follows by duality.
2. To prove the second point, observe that the following diagram is cartesian:
T
πT

h˜ // V ′ \ {0}
π

S
g // P(V ′) .
Using base change with respect to π (see e.g. [HTT08, Theorem 1.7.3]) we get
π+g+OS ≃ h˜+π
+
TOS ≃ h˜+OT ,
where we have used that π+T OS ≃ OT .
From this follows
h+OT ≃ j+h˜+OT ≃ j+π
+g+OS .
The second isomorphism follows by duality and the fact that π† = π+.
In the next proposition we compare the direct image of OS×W under ϕB with the Radon transform
of g+OS . Here and in the following we will identify V with Cλ0 ×W .
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Proposition 2.7.
1. Let ϕB : S×W → Cλ0 ×W be the family of Laurent polynomials defined above. Then we have
the following isomorphisms in Dbrh(DV )
R(g+OS) ≃ ϕB,+OS×W ,
R(g†OS) ≃ ϕB,†OS×W .
2. There are isomorphisms
Hi(Rcst(g+OS)) ≃ H
d+i(S,C)⊗OV ,
Hi(Rcst(g†OS)) ≃ Hd−i(S,C)⊗OV
in Dbrh(DV ).
3. There are isomorphisms
R◦c(g+OS) ≃ FL(h+OT ) ,
R◦(g†OS) ≃ FL(h†OT )
in Dbrh(DV ).
Proof. 1. Consider the following diagram, where the square is cartesian
S ×W
i˜ // Γ
η

κ // Z
πZ1

πZ2 // V
S
g // P(V ′) .
Recall that the hypersurface Z in P(V ′) × V is given by
∑n
i=0 λiµi = 0 and Γ is the fibered
product of S and Z. The map g : S → P(V ′) is given by
g : S −→ P(V ′) ,
(y1, . . . , yd) 7→ (1 : y
b1 : . . . : ybn) .
Thus Γ is the smooth hypersurface in S × V given by λ0 +
∑n
i=1 λiy
bi = 0. Notice that we
have an isomorphism i˜ : S ×W −→ Γ given by
(y1, . . . , yd, λ1, . . . , λn) 7→ (y1, . . . , yd,−
n∑
i=1
λiy
bi , λ1, . . . , λn) .
We have
R(g+OS) ≃ π
Z
2+ (π
Z
1 )
+ g+OS ≃ π
Z
2+κ+ η
+OS
by base change with respect to the map πZ1 .
Notice that πZ2 ◦ κ ◦ i˜ = ϕB by the definition of Γ. Using the fact that η
+OS ≃ i˜+OS×W , we
obtain
R(g+OS) ≃ ϕB,+OS×W .
The second statement is just the dual statement of the first.
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2. Consider the cartesian diagram
P(V ′)× V
π2
$$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏
π1yyrrr
rr
rr
rr
r
P(V ′)
aP
&&▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
V .
aV
yytt
tt
tt
tt
tt
t
pt
We have
Rcst(g+OS) ≃ π2+ π
+
1 g+OS ≃ a
+
V aP+ g+OS ≃ a
+
V aS+OS
by base change with respect to aV . We get
HiRcst(g+OS) ≃ H
d+i(S,C)⊗OV .
For the second statement we have Rcst(g†OS) ≃ a
+
V aS†OS , which gives
HiRcst(g†OS) ≃ H
d+i
c (S,C)⊗OV ≃ Hd−i(S,C)⊗OV ,
where the last isomorphism follows from Poincare´-Verdier duality.
3. The first statement follows from the second isomorphism in Proposition 2.5 and 2.6 (2). The
second statement is again the dual of the first.
Recall the following triangles in Dbrh(V ) from above:
R(g†OS)[−1] −→ Rcst(g†OS) −→ R
◦(g†OS)
+1
−→, (2.6)
R◦c(g+OS) −→ Rcst(g+OS) −→ R(g+OS)[1]
+1
−→ .
Using Proposition 2.7, this will enable us to extract information about the cohomology of the
(proper) direct image of ϕB .
Proposition 2.8. Let ϕB : S ×W −→ V be the family of Laurent polynomials defined above.
1. Hk(ϕB,+OS×W ) = 0 for k /∈ [−d+ 1, 0] and H
k(ϕB,†OS×W ) = 0 for k /∈ [0, d− 1].
2. Hk(ϕB,+OS×W ) is isomorphic to the free OV -module H
d−1+k(S,C)⊗OV for k ∈ [−d+1,−1]
and
Hk(ϕB,†OS×W ) is isomorphic to the free OV -module Hd−1−k(S,C)⊗OV for k ∈ [1, d − 1].
3. There are the following exact sequences in Mrh(DV ):
0 −→ Hd−1(S,C)⊗OV −→ H
0(ϕB,+OS×W ) −→ FL(h+OT ) −→ H
d(S,C)⊗OV −→ 0 ,
0 −→ Hd(S,C)⊗OV −→ FL(h†OT ) −→ H
0(ϕB,†OS×W ) −→ Hd−1(S,C)⊗OV −→ 0 .
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Proof. Notice that we have
HiR◦c(g+OS) ≃ H
i FL(h+OT ) = 0 for i 6= 0 , (2.7)
HiR◦(g†OS) ≃ H
i FL(h†OT ) = 0 for i 6= 0 , (2.8)
by Proposition 2.7(3), the exactness of h+ resp. h† (cf. Lemma 2.6 (1)) and the exactness of the
Fourier-Laplace transformation. Additionally the following holds:
R(g+OS) ≃ ϕB,+OS×W ∈ D
≤0
rh (DV ) , (2.9)
R(g†OS) ≃ ϕB,†OS×W ∈ D
≥0
rh (DV ) , (2.10)
where the isomorphisms hold by Proposition 2.7(1) and the statement about the cohomology of
ϕB,+OS×W holds because ϕB is affine and therefore ϕB,+ is right exact. The claim about the coho-
mology of ϕB,†OS×W follows by duality.
Now we take the long exact cohomology sequence of the two triangles in (2.6). For the first triangle
we get
0 −→ H−1(Rcst(g+OS)) −→ H
0(R(g+OS)) −→ H
0(R◦c(g+OS)) −→ H
0(Rcst(g+OS)) −→ 0
and
Hi−1(Rcst(g+OS)) ≃ H
i(R(g+OS)) for i ≤ −1 ,
because of (2.7) and (2.9). For the second triangle we get
0→H0(Rcst(g†OS))→H
0(R◦(g†OS))→H
0(R(g†OS))→H
1(Rcst(g†OS))→ 0
and
Hi(R(g†OS)) ≃ H
i+1(Rcst(g†OS)) for i ≥ 1 ,
because of (2.8) and (2.10). Applying Proposition 2.7 to the single terms shows the claims.
In order to relate FL(h+OT ) resp. FL(h†OT ) to GKZ-systems, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.9. There are the following isomorphisms in Dbrh(DV ):
FL(h+OT ) ≃
⊕
γ∈Ie
FL(hA˜,+(OT · y
(0,γ))) ,
FL(h†OT ) ≃
⊕
γ∈Ie
FL(h
A˜,†
(OT · y
(0,γ))) ,
where
hA˜ : T −→ V
′ ,
(y0, . . . , yd) 7→ (y
a˜0 , . . . , ya˜n)
and Ie is the set
∏d
k=1
([0,ek−1]∩N)
ek
⊂ Qd, where e1, . . . , ed are the elementary divisors of the matrix
B.
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Proof. First notice that the map h (cf. equation 2.5) can be factored into h = hA˜ ◦ fD1 ◦ fC , where
fC : T −→ T
(y0, . . . , yd) 7→ (y0, y
c1 , . . . , ycd)
fD1 : T −→ T
(y0, . . . , yd) 7→ (y0, y
e1
1 , . . . , y
ed
d )
and
hA : T −→ V
′
(y0, . . . , yd) 7→ (y0, y0y
a1 , . . . , y0y
an)
= (ya˜0 , . . . , ya˜n)
which corresponds to the factorization B = C ·D1 · A. Notice that fC is an isomorphism, because
the matrix C with columns ci is invertible, i.e. we have fC,+OT ≃ OT . A simple computation shows
that
fD1,+OT ≃
⊕
γ∈Ie
DT /(DT y0∂y0 +DT (y1∂y1 − γ1) + . . . +DT (yd∂yd − γd))
=
⊕
γ∈Ie
OT y
(0,γ) .
Therefore we have
h+OT ≃ hA˜,+ ◦ fD1,+OT ≃ hA˜,+(
⊕
γ∈Ie
OT y
(0,γ)) .
Using the additivity of the functors hA˜,+ and FL, this shows the first isomorphism. The second
isomorphism will follow by duality and the fact that
D(OT · y
(0,γ)) = D(DT /(DT y0∂y0 +DT (y1∂y1 − γ1) + . . .+DT (yd∂yd − γd)))
≃ DT /(DT (y0∂y0 + 1) +DT (y1∂y1 + γ1 + 1) + . . .+DT (yd∂yd + γd + 1)) .
If we use that OT · y
(0,γ) ≃ OT · y
(0,γ)+α˜ for every α˜ ∈ Zd+1, we get D(
⊕
γ∈Ie
OT · y
(0,γ)) ≃⊕
γ∈Ie
OT · y
(0,γ), which shows the second claim.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Proposition 2.8 the only thing which we have to show for the first se-
quence, is the identification of FL(h+OT ) with
⊕
β˜∈I
Mβ˜
A˜
, where I = (Z × 1eZ
d) ∩ im(σ), σ :
(Q/Z)d+1 → Qd+1 \ sRes(A˜) is a section of the projection p : Qd+1 → (Q/Z)d+1 and 1eZ
d =
1
e1
Z× . . . × 1edZ. Notice that we have
FL(h+OT ) ≃
⊕
γ∈Ie
FL(h
A˜,+
OT y
(0,γ)) ≃
⊕
γ∈Ie
FL(h
A˜,+
OT y
σ(p(0,γ))) ≃
⊕
β˜∈I
FL(h
A˜,+
OT y
β˜) ≃
⊕
β˜∈I
Mβ˜
A˜
by Lemma 2.9, the fact that OT y
(0,γ) ≃ OT y
α˜+(0,γ) for every α˜ ∈ Zd+1 and Theorem 1.9 (1). This
shows the existence of the first exact sequence. The second sequence follows by the same reasoning,
using instead the section σ′ : (Q/Z)d+1 → Qd+1 ∩ (RA˜)◦ and Theorem 1.9 (2).
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If the semigroup NA˜ is saturated and NA = Zd we can compute the morphism between the Gauß-
Manin system H0(ϕ+OS×W ) and the GKZ-system M
0
A˜
as well as the kernel and cokernel.
We will first deduce the description of the Gauß-Manin system by relative differential forms. This
description is well-known to the experts but the author could not find a suitable reference. To
compute H0(ϕ+OS×W ) we factor the map ϕ into a closed embedding
i˜ : S ×W −→ S × V ,
(y, λ) 7→ (y , F (y, λ) , λ) = (y,−
n∑
i=1
λiy
ai , λ)
and the projection p : S × V −→ V . The image of i˜ is the smooth hypersurface Γ given by
γ := λ0 +
∑n
i=1 λiy
ai = 0.
The direct image BΓ|S×V := i˜+OS×W is isomorphic to DS×V /I, where the ideal I is given by
I=
(
DS×V (∂λi− y
a
i∂λ0)i=1,...,n +DS×V (∂yk−y
−1
k
n∑
i=1
akiλiy
a
i∂λ0)k=1,...,d +DS×V (λ0+
n∑
i=1
λiy
a
i)
)
.
Thus we can identify BΓ|S×V with OS×W [∂λ0 ] which has the following action of DS×V :
∂λ0(g ⊗ ∂
l
λ0) = g ⊗ ∂
l+1
λ0
,
∂λi(g ⊗ ∂
l
λ0) = (∂λig)⊗ ∂
l
λ0 − g(∂λiF )⊗ ∂
l+1
λ0
= (∂λig)⊗ ∂
l
λ0 + g · y
ai ⊗ ∂l+1λ0 ,
∂yk(g ⊗ ∂
l
λ0) = (∂ykg) ⊗ ∂
l
λ0 − g ·(∂ykF )⊗ ∂
l+1
λ0
= (∂ykg)⊗ ∂
l
λ0 + g ·y
−1
k (
n∑
i=1
akiλiy
ai)⊗ ∂l+1λ0 ,
λ0(g ⊗ ∂
l
λ0) = g · F ⊗ ∂
l
λ0 − l · g ⊗ ∂
l−1
λ0
= g · (−
n∑
i=1
λiy
ai)⊗ ∂lλ0 − l · g ⊗ ∂
l−1
λ0
,
λi(g ⊗ ∂
l
λ0) = λig ⊗ ∂
l
λ0 ,
yk(g ⊗ ∂
l
λ0) = ykg ⊗ ∂
l
λ0 .
The direct image under the projection p : S × V −→ V is equal to
p+BΓ|S×V ≃ Rp∗Ω
•+d
S×V/V (BΓ|S×V ) ≃ Rp∗ (Ω
•+d
S ⊗OS BΓ|S×V ) .
As the map p is affine, this is equal to p∗ (Ω
•+d
S ⊗OS BΓ|S×V ), where the differential on the last
complex is given by
d(ω ⊗Q) = dω ⊗Q+
d∑
k=1
dyk ∧ ω ⊗ ∂ykQ .
If we use the isomorphism BΓ|S×V ≃ OS×W [∂λ0 ], the latter complex becomes isomorphic to
p∗Ω
•+d
S×W/W [∂λ0 ]
with differential given by
d(w ⊗ ∂lλ0) = dω ⊗ ∂
l
λ0 − dyF ∧ ω ⊗ ∂
l+1
λ0
.
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Thus the Gauß-Manin system H0(ϕ+OS×W ) is given by
p∗Ω
d
S×W/W [∂λ0 ]
(d− ∂λ0dyF∧)p∗Ω
d−1
S×W/W [∂λ0 ]
(2.11)
with the following DV -action:
∂λ0(ω ⊗ ∂
l
λ0) = ω ⊗ ∂
l+1
λ0
,
∂λi(ω ⊗ ∂
l
λ0) = (∂λiω)⊗ ∂
l
λ0 − ω(∂λiF )⊗ ∂
l+1
λ0
= (∂λiω)⊗ ∂
l
λ0 + ω · y
ai ⊗ ∂l+1λ0 , (2.12)
λ0(ω ⊗ ∂
l
λ0) = ω · F ⊗ ∂
l
λ0 − l · ω ⊗ ∂
l−1
λ0
= ω · (−
n∑
i=1
λiy
ai)⊗ ∂lλ0 − l · ω ⊗ ∂
l−1
λ0
, (2.13)
λi(ω ⊗ ∂
l
λ0) = λiω ⊗ ∂
l
λ0
for ω ∈ ΩdS×W/W .
If we use the element ω0 :=
dy1
y1
∧ . . .∧ dydyd as a global section for the (locally) free sheaf Ω
d
S×W/W of
rank one, we get an isomorphism
H0(ϕ+OS×W ) ≃ p∗
(
OS×W [∂λ0 ]
((yk∂yk − yk∂ykF∂λ0)(OS×W [∂λ0 ]))k=1,...,d
ω0
)
.
Proposition 2.10.
1. Up to multiplication with a non-zero constant the map
ψ : H0(ϕ+OS×W ) −→M
(0,0)
A˜
is given by
ψ(
n∏
i=1
ymi·aiω0 ⊗ ∂
s
λ0) = ∂
s−m+1
λ0
∂m1λ1 . . . ∂
mn
λn
,
where m =
∑n
i=1mi.
2. The image of ψ in M
(0,0)
A˜
is equal to the submodule generated by ∂λ0 , . . . , ∂λm .
3. The kernel Vn−1 of ψ : H0(ϕ+OS0×W ) −→M
(0,0)
A˜
is spanned by n flat sections given by
m∑
i=1
akiλiy
ai · ω0 for k = 1, . . . , n .
Proof.
In the course of the proof we will use the modules of global sections instead of the D-modules them-
selves.
First, we prove that ψ(ω0) 6= 0. As ψ is not equal zero and DV -linear (in particular OV -linear),
there is an element b =
∏n
i=1 y
mi·aiω0 ⊗ ∂
s
λ0
with mi ∈ Z for i = 1, . . . , n such that ψ(b) 6= 0.
Recall that we have ∂n0λ0 ·
∏n
i=1 ∂
ni
λi
· ω0 =
∏n
i=1 y
ni·aiω0 ⊗ ∂
n˜
λ0
for n˜ =
∑n
i=0 ni and ni ∈ N. Let I =
{i1, . . . , ir} = {i | mi < 0}, I
c := {1, . . . n}\I and setmI :=
∑
i∈I(−mi). We have ψ(
∏
i∈Ic y
miaiω0⊗
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∂s+mI+kλ0 ) = ∂
k
λ0
∏
i∈I ∂
−mi
λi
ψ(b) for every k ≥ 0. Notice that ψ(
∏
i∈Ic y
miaiω0 ⊗ ∂
s+mI+k
λ0
) 6= 0 be-
cause for every j ∈ {0, . . . , n} the element ∂λj acts bijectively on M
(0,0)
A˜
(cf. Theorem 1.9(3)). Set
k = max{0,
∑
i∈Ic mi − s −mI} = max{0,m − s}. The element
∏
i∈Ic y
miaiω0 ⊗ ∂
s+mI+k
λ0
can be
written as P · ω0 for P = ∂
s−m+k
λ0
∏
i∈Ic ∂
mi
λi
∈ DV . We conclude that 0 6= ψ(P · ω0) = P · ψ(ω0),
which shows ψ(ω0) 6= 0.
The element ω0 satisfies the following relations:
(λ0∂λ0 +
n∑
i=1
λi∂λi) · ω0 = −ω0 ,
n∑
i=1
akiλi∂λi · ω0 =
n∑
i=1
akiλiy
aiω0 ⊗ ∂λ0 = yk∂yk · ω0 = 0 ,
✷l · ω0 =
 ∏
i:li<0
yli·ai −
∏
i:li>0
yli·ai
ω0 ⊗ ∂lλ0 = 0
for l = deg(✷l). This shows the existence of a morphism M
−1,0
A˜
−→ Γ(V,H0(ϕ+OS×W )) which
sends 1 to ω0. If we concatenate this morphism with the morphism
ψ : Γ(V,H0(ϕ+OS0×W )) −→M
0,0
A˜
,
we get a non-zero morphism M
−1,0
A˜
−→ M0,0
A˜
. Now the only non-zero DV -linear morphism (up to
a constant) from M
−1,0
A˜
to M
0,0
A˜
is right multiplication with ∂λ0 (cf. Proposition 1.15 ). But this
shows that the image of ω0 in M
0,0
A˜
is ∂λ0 (after a possible multiplication with a non-zero constant).
From the discussion above we get now for some general b =
∏n
i=1 y
mi·aiω0 ⊗ ∂
s
λ0
the following
identities
∂kλ0
∏
i∈I
∂−miλi ψ(b) = ψ(
∏
i∈Ic
ymiaiω0 ⊗ ∂
s+mI+k
λ0
) = ∂s−m+kλ0
∏
i∈Ic
∂miλi ψ(ω0)
Because left multiplication with respect to all ∂λj is bijective in M
0,0
A˜
(cf. Theorem 1.9(3)), this
gives
ψ(b) = ∂s−mλ0
n∏
i=1
∂miλi ψ(ω0) .
This shows the first point.
In particular ∂λ1 , . . . , ∂λn is in the image of the map Γ(V,H
0(ϕ+OS×W )) −→ M
0,0
A˜
. We conclude
that the submodule of M
0,0
A˜
which is generated by ∂λ0 , . . . , ∂λn lies in the image. Notice that 1 does
not lie in the image because otherwise the map would be surjective. But this shows that the image
is in fact equal to the submodule generated by ∂λ0 , . . . , ∂λn as the cokernel H
d(S,C) ⊗ OV has no
OV -torsion. This shows the second point.
Consider the elements
fk :=
n∑
i=1
akiλiy
aiω0 for k = 1, . . . , d .
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Their image in M
(0,0)
A˜
is equal to
∑n
i=1 akiλi∂λi which in turn is equal to 0. Thus the fk lie in the
kernel of ψ. It remains to show that they are flat:
∂λ0 ·
n∑
i=1
akiλiy
aiω0 =
n∑
i=1
akiλiy
aiω0 ⊗ ∂λ0 = yk∂yk · ω0 = 0 ,
∂λl ·
n∑
i=1
akiλiy
aiω0 = akly
alω0 +
(
n∑
i=1
akiλiy
ai
)
yalω0 ⊗ ∂λ0 = yk∂yk · y
alω0 = 0 .
This shows the third point.
Remark 2.11. Notice that the first formula in Proposition 2.10 might involve negative powers of ∂λj .
By Theorem 1.9 3. this is well-defined, i.e. the element ∂m−s+1λ0 ∂
m1
λ1
. . . ∂mnλn is the unique element
P ∈ M
0,0
A˜
so that for k = max{0,m − s + 1} we have ∂k−m+s−1λ0
∏
i∈I ∂
−mi
λi
· P = ∂kλ0
∏
i∈Ic ∂
mi
λi
.
Computing this element P in general seems to be difficult. Consider the GKZ-system M0,0
A˜
with
A˜ =
(
1 1 1
0 1 −1
)
.
A straightforward computation shows that the element ∂−1λ0 in M
0,0
A˜
is equal to (λ20− 4λ1λ2)∂λ0 +λ0.
One can see in this example that the expression involves the discriminant of the associated family
of Laurent polynomials (A = (1,−1)):
ϕA : C
∗ × C2 −→ Cλ0 × C
2 ,
(y, λ1, λ2) 7→ (−λ1y − λ2
1
y
, λ1, λ2) . (2.14)
Up to now, only GKZ-systems M
(β0,β)
A˜
with β0 ∈ Z, occurred. We will see, that this is reflected
by the fact that we looked at all fibers of the associated family of Laurent polynomials ϕB . If the
matrix A is homogeneous, we will remedy this fact by restricting to a hyperplane in V = Cλ0 ×W
given by λ0 = 1, which will give us direct sums of GKZ-systems M
β
A with β ∈ Q
d.
In the rest of this section let A be a d × n integer matrix with upper row (1, . . . , 1) which satisfies
ZAd = Zd and let e = (e1, . . . , ed) with ei ∈ N≥1. We define a matrix
B :=
 e1 . . .
ed
 ·A .
From this data we will construct a family of affine varieties pB : Λ → W = C
n and derive exact
sequences similar to those in Theorem 2.1. For this we will need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.12. Let i1 : {1} ×W −→ V = C×W be the canonical inclusion. Then
1. The map i1 is non-characteristic with respect to M
(β0,β)
A˜
.
2. i+1M
(β0,β)
A˜
≃MβA ,
where A˜ is given by (1.8).
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Proof. Let Q be the convex hull of the columns a˜0, . . . , a˜n of A˜ in R
d+1. Denote by τ1, . . . , τs the
faces of Q (including Q itself). The set of singular points of M
(β0,β)
A˜
is given by the union of the
hypersurfaces V (τl) for l = 1, . . . , s (cf. [GKZ90, Theorem 4] and [GKZ94, Remark 10.1.8]) which
are given by
V (τl) = {λ ∈ V | ∃y ∈ S s.t. fλ,τl(y) = yk∂kfλ,τl(y) = 0 for all k = 0, . . . , d} .
with fλ,τl(y) :=
∑
a˜i∈τl
λiy
a˜i and ya˜i :=
∏n
k=0 y
a˜ki
k .
There are now two possibilities. If a˜0 ∈ τl, then V (τl) ⊂ {λ0 = 0} which follows from
λ0 = y0∂0fλ,τl(y)− y1∂1fλ,τl(y)
!
= 0.
On the other hand, if a˜0 /∈ τl then V (τl) = p
−1(Vl), where p : V = Cλ0 ×W → W is the projection
and Vl is a hypersurface in W . This shows that the restriction to {1} ×W is non-characteristic.
Thus we have
H0
(
i+1 M
(β0,β)
A˜
)
≃ i+1M
(β0,β)
A˜
.
Recall the definition of the generators of the GKZ-system from definition 1.1. Because the first row
of A is equal to (1, . . . , 1) all operators ✷l∈L, where L is the lattice of relations of the matrix A˜ are
independent of ∂λ0 . Notice also that all Euler vector fields, except E0, are independent of λ0∂λ0 .
Working with the D-module of global sections instead of the actual D-module, the inverse image
can be written as
M
(β0,β)
A˜
/(λ0 − 1)M
(β0,β)
A˜
.
As a DW module this is isomorphic to
C[λ1, . . . , λn]〈∂λ0 , . . . , ∂λn〉/I
where the ideal I is generated by the Euler fields E1, . . . , Ed, the box operators ✷l∈L and the operator
∂λ0 +
n∑
i=1
λi∂λi .
But this module is isomorphic to MβA, which shows the claim.
We now define the restriction of the family of Laurent polynomials in order to get a family of affine
varieties whose Gauß-Manin system will be closely related to a direct sum of GKZ-systemMβA. Let
Λ := {(y1, . . . , yd, λ1, . . . , λd ∈ (S ×W ) | FB(y, λ) = 1} ,
where FB : S ×W → Cλ0 ×W is the first component of ϕB . Denote by pB : Λ→W the projection
to the second factor.
Theorem 2.13. Let B and A be as above and let pB : Λ −→ W be the corresponding family of
affine varieties. Let
σ : (Q/Z)d → Qd \ sRes(A) ,
σ′ : (Q/Z)d → Qd \ DsRes(A)
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be sections of the projection p : Qd → (Q/Z)d and let I := 1eZ ∩ im(σ) resp. I
′ := 1eZ ∩ im(σ
′).
Then we have the following exact sequences in Mrh(DW ):
0 −→ Hd−1(S,C)⊗OW −→ H
0(pB,+OΛ) −→
⊕
β∈I
MβA −→ H
d(S,C)⊗OW −→ 0 ,
0 −→ Hd(S,C)⊗OW −→
⊕
β′∈I′
Mβ
′
A −→ H
0(pB,†OΛ) −→ Hd−1(S,C)⊗OW −→ 0 .
Proof. First notice that we can lift the sections σ, σ′ to sections
σ˜ : (Q/Z)d+1 → Qd+1 \ sRes(A˜) ,
σ˜′ : (Q/Z)d+1 → Qd+1 \ DsRes(A˜)
by Lemma 1.16 resp. by the definition of DsRes(A). By Theorem 2.1 we have exact sequences in
Mrh(DV ):
0 −→ Hd−1(S,C)⊗OV −→ H
0(ϕB,+OS×W ) −→
⊕
β˜∈I˜
Mβ˜
A˜
−→ Hd(S,C)⊗OV −→ 0 ,
0 −→ Hd(S,C)⊗OV −→
⊕
β˜′∈I˜′
Mβ˜
′
A˜
−→ H0(ϕB,†OS×W ) −→ Hd−1(S,C)⊗OV −→ 0 ,
with I˜ := (Z× 1eZ)∩im(σ˜) and I˜
′ := Z× 1eZ∩im(σ˜
′). Notice that we have Char(H0(ϕB,+OS×W )) =
Char(
⊕
β˜∈I˜
Mβ˜
A˜
) resp. Char(
⊕
β˜′∈I˜′
Mβ˜
′
A˜
) = Char(H0(ϕB,†OS×W )). Therefore by Lemma 2.12 (1)
the map i1 is non-characteristic with respect to all terms above. Recall that we have i
+
1 (
⊕
β˜∈I˜
Mβ˜
A˜
) ≃⊕
β∈I M
β
A resp. i
+
1 (
⊕
β˜′∈I˜′
Mβ˜
′
A˜
) ≃
⊕
β′∈I′ M
β′
A by Lemma 2.12 (2). Notice that we have the
following cartesian diagram
Λ
pB

// S ×W
ϕB

{1} ×W
i1 // V
Using base change with respect to i1 we get i
+
1 H
0(ϕB,+OS×W ) ≃ H
0(pB,+OΛ) resp.
i+1 H
0(ϕB,†OS×W ) ≃ H
0(pB,†OΛ). This shows the claim.
Remark 2.14. Restricting the first exact sequence of Theorem 2.13 to a generic point λ ∈W gives
us the exact sequence of mixed Hodge structures:
0 −→ Hd−1(S,C) −→ Hd−1(F−1B (1, λ),C) −→ H
d(S,F−1B (1, λ),C) −→ H
d(S,C) −→ 0 ,
which is equation (55) from [Sti98]. Setting B = A and β = 0, this recovers Theorem 8 of [Sti98],
which says that the GKZ-system M0A restricted to its smooth locus is isomorphic to the cohomology
bundle Hd(S,F−1B (1, λ),C).
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3 Hypergeometric systems and Mixed Hodge Modules
In this section we show that we can endow a GKZ-hypergeometric system with integer parameter
with a structure of a mixed Hodge module in the sens of [Sai90]. First we show that the exact
sequences in Theorem 2.1 resp. Corollary 2.3 are actually exact sequences in the category of mixed
Hodge modules. For this we have to translate their proofs into this category.
With regard to Theorem 2.1 resp. Corollary 2.3 this might be expected as the other three terms of
the exact sequences carry a natural structure of a mixed Hodge module (the two outer terms are
actually (constant) variations of mixed Hodge structures). However we can not conclude directly
that the (direct sum of) GKZ-systems carry a mixed Hodge module structure because the category
of mixed Hodge modules is not stable by extension.
For a smooth algebraic variety X, we denote by MHM(X) the abelian category of mixed Hodge
modules and by DbMHM(X) the corresponding bounded derived category. The forgetful functors
to the bounded derived category of algebraic, constructible sheaves of Q-vector spaces resp. regular
holonomic D-modules are denoted by
rat : DbMHM(X) −→ Dbc(X,Q)
resp.
Dmod : DbMHM(X) −→ Dbrh(DX)
For each morphism f : X → Y between complex algebraic varieties, there are induced functors f∗, f! :
DbMHM(X) → DbMHM(Y ), f∗, f ! : DbMHM(Y ) → DbMHM(X) which are interchanged by
D and which lift the analogous functors f+, f†, f
† − [d], f+[d] on Dbrh(DX) resp. Rf∗, f!, f
−1, f ! on
Dbc(X), where d := dimX − dimY .
Let QHpt be the unique mixed Hodge structure of weight 0 with Gr
W
i = 0 for i 6= 0 and underlying
vectorspace Q. Denote by aX : X −→ {pt} the map to the point and set Q
H
X := a
∗
XQ
H
pt.
Recall that by [Sai90] (4.4.3) a base change theorem holds also in the category of algebraic mixed
Hodge modules.
Notice that the various functors R,Rcst,R
◦
(c) are just a concatenation of (proper) direct image
functors and (exceptional) inverse image functors, which means they are also defined in the derived
category of (algebraic) mixed Hodge modules. Define the following functors from DbMHM(P(V ′))
to DbMHM(V ) by
∗R(M) := πZ2∗(π
Z
1 )
∗M ≃ π2∗iZ∗i
∗
Zπ
∗
1M ,
∗Rcst(M) := π2∗π
∗
1M .
Notice that unlike in the category of D-modules ∗R and ∗Rcst commute with the duality functor D
only up to shift and Tate twist. We therefore define the following functors from DbMHM(P(V ′))
to DbMHM(V ):
!R(M) := D ◦ ∗R ◦ D (M) ≃ πZ2∗(π
Z
1 )
!M ≃ π2∗iZ∗i
!
Zπ
!
1M
!Rcst(M) := D ◦
∗Rcst ◦D (M) ≃ π2∗π
!
1M .
Finally we define ∗R◦c : D
bMHM(P(V ′))→ DbMHM(V ) by
∗R◦c(M) := π
U
2!(π
U
1 )
∗(M) ≃ π2∗jU !j
∗
Uπ
∗
1(M)
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and !R◦ : DbMHM(P(V ′)→ DbMHM(V ) by
!R◦(M) := D ◦ ∗R◦c ◦D (M) ≃ π
U
2∗(π
U
1 )
!(M) ≃ π2∗jU∗j
!
Uπ
!
1(M) .
Using these definitions we get the triangles equivalent to Proposition 2.4.
Proposition 3.1. Let M ∈ DbMHM(P(V ′)), we have the following triangles
!R(M) −→ !Rcst(M) −→
!R◦(M)
+1
−→ ,
∗R◦c(M) −→
∗Rcst(M) −→
∗R(M)
+1
−→ ,
where the second triangle is dual to the first.
Proof. The proof is the same as in Proposition 2.4 using [Sai90, (4.4.1)].
Definition 3.2. Let A˜, I and I ′ be as in Theorem 2.1. Define the following objects in MHM(V ):
(
⊕
β˜∈I
Mβ˜
A˜
)H := Hd+n+1(∗R◦c(g∗Q
H
S ))
(
⊕
β˜∈I′
M−β˜
′
A˜
)H := H−d−n−1(!R◦c(g!DQ
H
S ))
Proposition 3.3. Let B, A˜, I and I ′ be as in Theorem 2.1. We have the following exact sequences
in MHM(V ):
0→ Hn+1(Hd−1(S,C)⊗QHV )→ H
d+n(ϕB,∗Q
H
S×W )→ (
⊕
β˜∈I
Mβ˜
A˜
)H −→ Hn+1(Hd(S,C)⊗QHV )→ 0 ,
0→H−n−1(Hd(S,C)⊗ DQ
H
V )→(
⊕
β˜∈I′
M−β˜
′
A˜
)H→H−d−n(ϕB,!DQ
H
S×W )→H
−n−1(Hd−1(S,C)⊗ DQ
H
V )→0 .
In particular we have
Dmod((
⊕
β˜∈I
Mβ˜
A˜
)H) ≃ (
⊕
β˜∈I
Mβ˜
A˜
) ,
Dmod((
⊕
β˜∈I′
M−β˜
′
A˜
)H) ≃ (
⊕
β˜∈I′
M−β˜
′
A˜
) .
Proof. Recall that we derived the first exact sequence of Theorem 2.1 by taking the long exact
cohomology sequence of the second triangle in (2.6):
Hd−1(S,C)⊗OV // H
0(ϕB,+OS×W ) //
⊕
β˜∈I
Mβ˜
A˜
// Hd(S,C)⊗OV
H−1(Rcst(g+OS))
≃
OO
// H0(R(g+OS)) //
≃
OO
H0(R◦c(g+OS)) //
≃
OO
H0(Rcst(g+OS))
≃
OO
where we used Proposition 2.7 1., 2. for the first, second and fourth isomorphism. For the third
isomorphism we used the following isomorphisms⊕
β˜∈I
Mβ˜
A˜
≃ FL(h+OT ) ≃ R
◦
c(g+OS) ,
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To show that the lower sequence is a sequence of mixed Hodge modules we replace the D-module OS
with the mixed Hodge module QHS := a
∗
SQ
H
pt and apply the corresponding functors in the (derived)
category of mixed Hodge modules. Notice that there is a subtle point. In Saito’s theory QHX lies in
degree dimX and for f : X → Y the functors f∗, f ! correspond to the functors f †[− dimX+dimY ]
resp. f+[dimX − dimY ] on the level of D-modules. If we translate the proofs above into the
category of mixed Hodge modules and take these shifts into account we get
Hn+1(Hd−1(S,C)⊗QHV )
// Hd+n(ϕB,∗QHS×W )
//⊕
β˜∈I
Mβ˜
A˜
// Hn+1(Hd(S,C)⊗QHV )
Hd+n(∗Rcst(g∗QHS ))
≃
OO
// Hd+n(∗R(g∗QHS ))
//
≃
OO
Hd+n+1(∗R◦c(g∗Q
H
S ))
//
≃
OO
Hd+n+1(∗Rcst(g∗QHS ))
≃
OO
The lower sequence is an exact sequence of mixed Hodge modules by construction. If we induce the
mixed Hodge module structure of Hd+n+1(∗R◦c(g∗Q
H
S )) on
⊕
β˜∈I
Mβ˜ the upper sequence becomes a
sequence of mixed Hodge modules, too. The statement for the second sequence follows if we dualize
the two sequences above:
H−n−1(Hd(S,C)⊗DQHV )
//⊕
β˜′∈I′
M−β˜
′
A˜
// H−d−n(ϕB,!DQHS×W )
// H−n−1(Hd−1(S,C)⊗DQHV )
H−d−n−1(!Rcst(g!DQHS ))
≃
OO
// H−d−n−1(!R◦c(g!DQ
H
S ))
//
≃
OO
H−d−n(!R(g!DQHS ))
//
≃
OO
H−d−n(!Rcst(g!DQHS )),
≃
OO
where we have used that Hj(aS∗a
∗
SQ
H
pt) ≃ H
j(S,C) and Hj(aS!a
!
SQ
H
pt) ≃ H−j(S,C) as an isomor-
phism of mixed Hodge structures.
Proposition 3.4. Let A be an integer d × n-matrix with ZA = Zd. For every β˜, β˜′ ∈ Zd+1 with
β˜ /∈ sRes(A) resp. β˜′ /∈ DsRes(A) we have the following exact sequences in MHM(V ):
0→ Hn+1(Hd−1(S,C)⊗QHV ) −→ H
d+n(ϕA,∗Q
H
S×W ) −→ (M
β˜
A˜
)H −→ Hn+1(Hd(S,C)⊗QHV )→ 0 .
0→ H−n−1(Hd(S,C)⊗ DQ
H
V )→ (M
−β˜′
A˜
)H → H−d−n(ϕB,!DQ
H
S×W )→ H
−n−1(Hd−1(S,C)⊗Q
H
V )→ 0 .
Proof. The proof of this proposition is parallel to the proof of Proposition 3.3. One just has to use
Corollary 2.3 instead of Theorem 2.1.
We are finally able to proof the main results of this section. Let A be a d × n integer matrix with
columns a1, . . . , an so that there exists a linear function h : Z
d → Z satisfying h(ai) = 1 for all i.
Recall that a GKZ-system corresponding to this matrix is called homogeneous. Schulze and Walther
have shown in [SW08] that a GKZ-system is regular holonomic if and only if it is homogeneous.
Theorem 3.5. The homogeneous GKZ-system MβA carries a mixed Hodge module structure if β ∈
Zd and if one of the following conditions are satisfied
1. β /∈ sRes(A),
2. β /∈ DsRes(A).
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Proof. Let l : Zd → Zd be an isomorphism, L be the corresponding invertible integer matrix and
lC : C
d → Cd its C-linear extension. First notice, that for βˇ := l(β) and Aˇ := L · A the GKZ-
systems Mβˇ
Aˇ
and MβA are isomorphic. Furthermore we have lC(sRes(A)) = sRes(Aˇ) because we
have l(deg(SA)) = deg(SAˇ) and l(DsRes(A) ∩ Z
d) = DsRes(Aˇ) ∩ Zd. It is easy to see that for any
A there exists an l resp. L such that L ·A is a d× n matrix with first row equal to (1, . . . , 1). But
for the corresponding GKZ-system Mβˇ
Aˇ
the proof of Proposition 3.4 shows that it carries a mixed
Hodge module structure.
Theorem 3.6. The homogeneous GKZ-system MβA has quasi-unipotent monodromy if β ∈ Q
d and
if one of the following conditions are satisfied
1. β /∈ sRes(A),
2. β /∈ DsRes(A).
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.5 we can reduce to the case where the matrix A of the GKZ-
system has (1, . . . , 1) as its first row. Let e ∈ N such that e ·β ∈ Zd and set B := e ·Id×d ·A. Assume
β /∈ sRes(A). Using Lemma 1.10 we can find a section σ : (Q/Z)d → Qd \ sRes(A) with β ∈ im(σ).
This section lifts to a section σ˜ : (Q/Z)d+1 → Qd+1 \ sRes(A˜) by Lemma 1.16. Applying i+1 to the
underlying D-module of the third term of the corresponding exact sequence in Proposition 3.3, we
get the following isomorphisms⊕
β′∈I
Mβ
′
A ≃ i
+
1
⊕
β˜′∈I˜
Mβ˜
′
A˜
≃ i+1 Dmod(H
d+n+1(∗R◦c(g∗Q
H
S ))) ≃ DmodH
d+n+1(i∗1(
∗R◦c(g∗Q
H
S )))
which shows that MβA is isomorphic to a direct summand of a mixed Hodge module N .
There exists a stratification S = {Si} such that the restriction to Si \ Si+1 is a smooth mixed
Hodge module, i.e. it is a polarizable variation of mixed Hodge structures. Now it follows from
standard Hodge theory that the underlying local system of this restriction has (local) quasi-unipotent
monodromy in the sense of [Kas81]. ButMβA is a direct summand of Dmod(N ) from which follows
that DR(MβA) is a direct summand in rat(N )⊗C. But this shows the first claim. The proof of the
second claim is similar.
Remark 3.7. If A satisfies ZA = Zd one can easily show by mimicking the proof of Theorem 2.1
resp. Theorem 2.13, that for β /∈ sRes(A) we have the isomorphism
MβA ≃ i
+
1 R
◦
c(g+OS · y
β) (3.1)
Since the the underlying local system Lβ of the D-module OS · y
β has no Q-structure for general
β, we can not endow it with a mixed Hodge module structure. However, the assumption of the
existence of a Q-structure can be relaxed. Schmid and Vilonen sketched in [SV11] the construction
of a category of so-called complex (algebraic) mixed Hodge modules which do not rely on the existence
of an underlying Q-structure. In order to be able to define a conjugate Hodge filtration they need
however a polarization. Notice that for β ∈ Rd the rank one local system Lβ has monodromy
eigenvalues with absolute value one, hence it can be equipped with a hermitian pairing. Thus the
D-module OS · y
β can be equipped with the structure of a complex mixed Hodge module in the sense
of loc. cit. . Using the stability of the derived category of complex mixed Hodge modules under the
(proper) direct image functors we can conclude by (3.1) that MβA carries the structure of a complex
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mixed Hodge module for β ∈ Rd and β /∈ sRes(A) (equivalently for β /∈ DsRes(A)). Furthermore,
this shows that the mixed Hodge modules appearing in Definition 3.2 split into complex mixed Hodge
modules corresponding to the direct sum of GKZ-systems.
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